22nd April 2010
Run Number 147
Starting at Mill Hotel, Chester
The Pack: Carthief; Sprog; Overdrive; OTT (Co-Hare); Cleopatra; FCUK; 10”;
Posh Frock (Co-Hare); Hansel.
The Pack gathered. 10” gave the secret sign. The Hares described the
markings, including 2 Hash Views, and off we went.

Straight onto Milton Street which the
locals seem to have two opinions
on as to whether it is or is not a
one way street.
Check
Co-Hare
Home made street sign

Much traffic dodging later

Well maybe not so much traffic! This is the pub that created Alternative
Entrance (Run 113).

Through the streets of Chester and into the park

and onto the first Hash View (called a VP by the Hares)
only Cleopatra seems interested.

Not much of a view. I am sure that leylandii was not
there 10 years ago.

Across the suspension bridge. The Hares had timed it well. Dated 1923 and
the time of crossing 19:23

A check on the other side and then along the river going upstream.
The partial word long says it all. There were several theories. They had
arranged a boat, we were going so far up the river that we could wade across.

In the end after several falsies that gave hope to a loop back the second Hash
View was spotted. The Hares had helpfully added a direction to the Hash
View. The FRBs kicked their heels for a while.

Whilst the remainder caught up.

The FRBs were certain that the trail led back but were caught out again as the
trail still led along the river bank.

Finally a Check and they trail looped back.
Several Shortcutters were spotted

Exiting the meadows with several falsies to slow the FRBs down

FRB returning from Falsie

Out onto the delightfully named
with OTT nearly OHB
(Out of Her Bottoms)

Back into Chester with some longer stretches between Checks which spread
the Pack out.
Over the old bridge and onto the walls with 10” in uncharacteristic mode
(walking (it must have been a long run))

But the Hares had not finished with us yet as another Back Check took us
down to the Roman Amphitheatre

The Hares strolled in looking very pleased with themselves …

and so they should, the weather was good, the FRBs were kept guessing and
no legs were broken.

The Hares confessed to going to a cheese and wine the night before and the
offerings were leftovers. Excellent cheese, bread and other comestibles (but
no wine)

The RA called the circle and after the route along the river called
OTT and Posh Frock the Water babies
Carthief for being (too?) enthusiastic with the camera and accidentally hailing
a cab.
A knobbly knee competition (those in shorts) Sprog, 10”, and Hansel

For some reason best known to the RA the teachers were called up.
FCUK, 10”, Hansel
Several jokes about the unpronounceable volcano interrupted the proceeding
including such (gems?) as:
Ash House Harriers
Time for recriminations? No wait for the dust to settle.
Posh Frock St George’s Day run. (Not sure what that was about)
Sprog for accusing the RA of not wearing the Tat, which was immediately
produced with a flourish from somewhere inside his attire.
Cleopatra for being well behaved. (I may have missed something but that is
what my notes say).
Returnees Posh Frock, OTT, 10”, Hansel
We retired to the Mill Hotel to lick our wounds and discuss the world.

